
Villa Tak Pitak - Martinique - Carbet

From 101.0 € / night - 2 bedroom(s) - 2 bathroom(s)



Galerie photos / Photo gallery



Votre location / Your rental

Nestled in the heights of Carbet, this holiday home offers an unparalleled escape into the lush nature of Martinique. With its
breathtaking panorama of the Caribbean Sea and the majestic Montagne Pelée, it embodies exoticism and tropical
tranquility. A true haven of peace, ideal for families and couples seeking authenticity and relaxation.

The villa, with its charming Creole architecture, can accommodate up to 4 people in absolute comfort. Its two air-conditioned
bedrooms (queen size bed) offer intimate spaces, while the bright living room invites conviviality and relaxation. Equipped
with a fully equipped open kitchen, a spacious terrace with a saltwater pool, and a lush garden, it promises an unforgettable
stay in an enchanting setting. The villa has two bathrooms. The first is indoors, close to the bedrooms. It features a shower.
A separate toilet completes the layout. Outside, accessible only from the pool terrace, is a second bathroom with shower and
WC.

Nearby, a multitude of activities and amenities will enrich your experience. From discovering the historical relics of Saint-
Pierre to exploring the crystalline underwater world during scuba diving sessions, to savoring the delights of local cuisine on
Carbet Beach, each day holds its own adventures and pleasures.

In summary, Villa Tak Pitak offers much more than just vacation accommodation; it is the perfect starting point for an
unforgettable getaway to discover the hidden treasures of Martinique.

Nestled in the heights of Carbet, this holiday home offers an unparalleled escape into the lush nature of Martinique. With its
breathtaking panorama of the Caribbean Sea and the majestic Montagne Pelée, it embodies exoticism and tropical
tranquility. A true haven of peace, ideal for families and couples seeking authenticity and relaxation.

The villa, with its charming Creole architecture, can accommodate up to 4 people in absolute comfort. Its two air-conditioned
bedrooms offer intimate spaces, while the bright living room invites conviviality and relaxation. Equipped with a fully
equipped open kitchen, a spacious terrace with a saltwater pool, and a lush garden, it promises an unforgettable stay in an
enchanting setting. The villa has two bathrooms. The first is indoors, close to the bedrooms. It features a shower. A separate
toilet completes the layout. Outside, accessible only from the pool terrace, is a second bathroom with shower and WC.



Nearby, a multitude of activities and amenities will enrich your experience. From discovering the historical relics of Saint-
Pierre to exploring the crystalline underwater world during scuba diving sessions, to savoring the delights of local cuisine on
Carbet Beach, each day holds its own adventures and pleasures.

In summary, Villa Tak Pitak offers much more than just vacation accommodation; it is the perfect starting point for an
unforgettable getaway to discover the hidden treasures of Martinique.



Caractéristiques / Features

 70 m2 /  4 traveler(s) /  2 bedroom(s) /  2 bathroom(s)

Equipements / Equipment

 BBQ gas  Kettle  Filter coffee maker  Lounge chairs

 Air conditioner  Freezer  Smoke detectors  Outdoor shower

 Outdoor dining area  Iron  Oven  Toaster

 Garden  Dishwasher  Household linen  Single-story accommodation Washing machine  Espresso machine  Microwave  Outdoor furniture  Free on-site parking  Swimming pool  Hair dryer  Towels  Dining table  TV  Wine glasses  Sea view  Wifi  Barbecue  Parking  BBQ charcoal  Water tank  Crib



Localisation



Séphora

+596 596 10 60 55
martinique@villaveo.com


